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disease spreads among the slaves and the captain's drastic response
provokes a mutiny. Joining together, the sailors and the slaves set up a
secret, utopian society in the wilderness of Florida, only to await the
vengeance of the single-minded, young Kemp.
Liverpool Miss - Helen Forrester 2012-12-20
The second volume of Helen Forrester’s powerful, painful and ultimately
uplifting four-volume autobiography of her poverty-stricken childhood in
Liverpool during the 1930s.
The History of the County Palatine and Duchy of Lancaster - Edward
Baines 1870

Twopence to Cross the Mersey - Helen Forrester 2012-12-20
This major best-selling memoir of a poverty-stricken childhood in
Liverpool is one of the most harrowing but uplifting books you will ever
read.
The Magezine of Science - 1847
The Battle of Land and Sea on the Lancashire, Cheshire and North Wales
Coasts, with Special Reference to the Origin of the Lancashire Sandhills William Ashton 1909
A History of the Ancient Chapel of Stretford in Manchester Parish Henry Thomas Crofton 1899

The Liverpool Basque - Helen Forrester 2012-12-20
Another moving and heart-warming tale set in Merseyside from the
author of Twopence to Cross the Mersey.
Passage Across the Mersey - Robert Bhatia 2017-01-12
The remarkable story of Helen Forrester, author of Twopence to Cross
the Mersey, and how she turned tragedy to triumph.
The journal of Samuel Curwen, loyalist - Samuel Curwen 1972

Sacred Hunger - Barry Unsworth 2012-01-10
Winner of the Booker Prize A historical novel set in the eighteenth
century, Sacred Hunger is a stunning, engrossing exploration of power,
domination, and greed in the British Empire as it entered fully into the
slave trade and spread it throughout its colonies. Barry Unsworth follows
the failing fortunes of William Kemp, a merchant pinning his last chance
to a slave ship; his son who needs a fortune because he is in love with an
upper-class woman; and his nephew who sails on the ship as its doctor
because he has lost all he has loved. The voyage meets its demise when
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Madame Barbara - Helen Forrester 2012-12-20
A wonderful new novel from Liverpool’s best-loved author. A tale of loss
and love set in post-Second World War England and France.
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social fabric of the area was irrevocably altered and the devastating
effect of industry on the landscape and environment created huge
problems. This book allows us to see how a new unskilled workforce
struggled to adapt to factory disciplines and routines, as well as a new
urban way of living.
A Cuppa Tea and an Aspirin - Helen Forrester 2012-12-20
A powerful new novel, heart-breaking but ultimately uplifting, from the
author of the classic Twopence to Cross The Mersey.
Max - Howard Fast 2011-12-27
The New York Times–bestselling novel of one man’s journey from New
York’s slums to become one of America’s first film moguls—from the
author of Spartacus. Max tells the story of the rise of Max Britsky,
entwined with the film industry’s beginnings near the turn of the
twentieth century. When he was twelve, Max’s father died, leaving him to
scrape out a living in Manhattan’s Lower East Side slums to provide for
his mother and siblings. But Max was a natural entrepreneur, and he
followed his business instincts and love of the theater to become one of
the first film moguls in the history of American moviemaking. Britsky’s
life story is tragic and triumphant, and yet another example of the
unmatched storytelling prowess of Howard Fast, one of the most prolific
and widely read authors of the twentieth century. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Howard Fast including rare photos from the
author’s estate.
Transactions - Liverpool Engineering Society 1899

Tom Wood - Tom Wood 2005
For 25 years, Tom Wood lived in New Brighton, Merseyside,
photographing the town's inhabitants and its regular visitors. This book
brings together some of his most notable works, providing an insight into
the area, it's inhabitants and the rites of passage inherent in growing up.
The Calcutta Review - 1847
Warrington in MCCCCLXV as Described in a Contemporary Rent Roll of
the Legh Family, in the Possession of Thomas Legh ... - William Beamont
1849
Warrington in M.CCCC.LXV. - Sir Peter Legh 1849
The Lady of Latham - Madame Guizot de Witt 2020-09-10
Reprint of the original, first published in 1869.
Transactions of the Liverpool Engineering Society - Liverpool
Engineering Society 1899
Yes, Mama - Helen Forrester 2013-02-14
From the author of four bestselling autobiographies and a number of
equally successful novels, comes another moving tale.
Remains historical and literary connected with the Palatine
counties of Lancaster and Chester published by the Chetham
Society - Chetham Society 1873

Annals of the Lords of Warrington for the first five centuries after the
conquest - William Beamont 1872

Across The Gap - Jean M. Morris 2016-11-15
An account of how, in the wake of The Industrial Revolution, a little
known corner of rural England was transformed into an area of dense
industrial activity. The arrival of the alkali trade in Widnes, and the
subsequent explosion in population, changed the social structure of the
area and created great divisions in society. The indigenous communities,
who had lived and worked in time honoured rural occupations for
generations, were swallowed up by a growing workforce of migrant
workers from all corners of Britain and Ireland. As a consequence, the
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The Elements of Mechanics - James RENWICK (LL.D.) 1832
Remains, Historical and Literary, Connected with the Palatine Counties
of Lancaster and Chester - 1899
By the Waters of Liverpool - Helen Forrester 2016-12
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The third volume in the classic story of Helen Forrester's childhood and
adolescence in poverty-stricken Liverpool during the 1930s. Helen
Forrester continues the moving story of her early poverty-stricken life
with an account of her teenage years and the devastating effect of the
Second World War on her hometown of Liverpool. At seventeen, Helen
Forrester's parents are still as irresponsible as ever, wasting money
while their children still lack adequate food and clothing. But for Helen,
having won a small measure of independence, things are looking up.
Having educated herself at night school and now making friends in her
first proper job, she meets a handsome seaman and falls in love for the
first time. But the storm clouds of war are gathering and Helen will
experience at first hand the horror of the blitz and the terrible toll that
the war exacted on ordinary people. As ever, Helen faces the future with
courage and determination.
History of the County Palatine and Duchy of Lancaster - Edward Baines
1836

On the table of psychiatrist Robert Cavendish lay a strange set of papers,
claimed to be the journal of the infamous Whitechapel murderer whose
crimes instilled terror on the streets of Victorian London. Delving deeper
into the journal, Robert is convinced of its authenticity, and finds that the
words of the Ripper have a strange and compelling effect on him. Unable
to cast the pages aside, he is drawn into the dark, sinister world of Jack
The Ripper. Robert is about to find out just how thin the line between
sanity and madness really is. But can he distinguish fact from fantasy?
The Elements of Mechanics - James Renwick 1832
Lime Street at Two - Helen Forrester 2012-12-20
The fourth and final part of Helen Forrester’s bestselling autobiography
concludes the moving story of her early poverty-stricken life in Liverpool.
Transactions ... - Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society 1895
Adrift - Brian Murphy 2018-09-04
A story of tragedy at sea where every desperate act meant life or death
The small ship making the Liverpool-to-New York trip in the early months
of 1856 carried mail, crates of dry goods, and more than one hundred
passengers, mostly Irish emigrants. Suddenly an iceberg tore the ship
asunder and five lifeboats were lowered. As four lifeboats drifted into the
fog and icy water, never to be heard from again, the last boat wrenched
away from the sinking ship with a few blankets, some water and biscuits,
and thirteen souls. Only one would survive. This is his story. As they
started their nine days adrift more than four hundred miles off
Newfoundland, the castaways--an Irish couple and their two boys, an
English woman and her daughter, newlyweds from Ireland, and several
crewmen, including Thomas W. Nye from Fairhaven, Massachusetts-began fighting over food and water. One by one, though, day by day, they
died. Some from exposure, others from madness and panic. In the end,
only Nye and the ship's log survived. Using Nye's firsthand descriptions
and later newspaper accounts, ship's logs, assorted diaries, and family
archives, Brian Murphy chronicles the horrific nine days that thirteen
people suffered adrift on the cold gray Atlantic. Adrift brings readers to

The Topographer and Genealogist - John Gough Nichols 1846
Transactions of the Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society 1895
Includes the Society's proceedings and list of members.
The Complete Helen Forrester 4-Book Memoir: Twopence to Cross
the Mersey, Liverpool Miss, By the Waters of Liverpool, Lime
Street at Two - Helen Forrester 2013-12-05
The complete four-volume collection of classic memoir recounting a
poverty-stricken childhood in 1930s Liverpool that started with
Twopence To Cross the Mersey.
Liverpool Daisy - Helen Forrester 1996
Mourning Doves - Helen Forrester 2012-12-20
From Liverpool’s best-loved author comes a superb novel of loss and
grief, love and hope, set on Merseyside in 1920.
A Study In Red - Brian L. Porter 2021-12-06
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the edge of human limits, where every frantic decision and desperate act
is a potential life saver or life taker.

Calcutta Review - 1847
I'll Never Walk Alone - GERRY. MARSDEN 2021-01-18
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